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there are other features such as auto-update (which is nice if you don't want to manually update), the ability to browse and print charts with varying ranges, and a text file export that allows you to copy and paste data from motocalc into a spreadsheet, or other program. motocalc is a small (under 13kb) and easy to use
program to calculate motor sizes and gear ratio for any electric motor based on your propeller speed. it is a small, free program that can be used from any windows based system. it is a great resource when planning or building a project. motocalc's built-in data analysis module lets you compare two sets of results. the results
can be listed in text, html, csv, or excel form, and you can sort the results by any column, in increasing or decreasing order. motocalc can do the calculations to figure out the best power system for your plane. with a few simple questions, it will determine the best motor, propeller, and gear ratio to get the most performance
for your particular application. this tool can also be used to do all the calculations for motor orientations. if you make a mistake, or the tool has suggestions, the motocalc workbench shows all the details, including a video of the plane flying! it includes all the angles, tracks, info you need to make sure your prop is up to spec

and ready to fly! motocalc can also be used as a tool for researching performance parameters. after creating a basic multi-motor plane, take the time to dive into the motocalc workbench to find out all the details about the power setup, gearboxes, props, geometry, etc. there are some cool features in the workbench, like a top
view of the power setup and a 3d model of your wing. you can also store and compare your data to anyone's if you wish.
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motocalc comes with a workbench to help you analyze all of the information you are dealing with, and to make sure that the wiring diagram and power diagram you provide are correct, and the model is set up the way
you want it to be. you can even assign labels to components to help you remember what all of the components are for. the windows version of motocalc can be used both as a standalone application, and as a plug-in to

the microsoft excel program. the downloadable version includes the databases of motors and cells, as well as the motortool, which you can use to analyze your designs, or download various power curves, efficiency
curves, and other helpful tool data. motocalc supports different types of flight setups. the most basic options are an e-conversion, a standard motor with a fixed pitch prop, a single cell, and a range of fixed gear ratios.
motocalc has a very thorough set of speed control options that is completely customizable. you can set your own individual speed limits (up to the maximum speed of your motor), and also pick from a range of speed
control styles. motocalc has a fully-functional array of flight models. there are nine basic motors that cover a range of sizes and power ratings (from 2.0w to 40.0w, and from 2.0a to 50a). all these motors come in the
same four ranges: fast/slow, slow/fast, and high/low. there are also a number of variable pitch props. and as a special feature, there are a number of different types of gyros and accelerometers that you can apply to

your model. there are several different types of speed controls. you can get either a mechanical or an electronic speed control, with or without a pitch limiter. you can also get different types of pitch limiter. the speed
control components are very simple, and very easy to use. motocalc gives you a detailed motor control chart that helps you learn more about the components and how they work. 5ec8ef588b
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